
Discrete Math      Name ______________________________ 
Lesson 4.4 – Quota Rule Violation   
Exercise 2         Period   ___________   
  

One of the most heated and contentious apportionment debates in U.S. history took place 
in 1832.  The apportionment bill of 1832, based on Jefferson’s Method, gave New York 40 seats.  
When it was revealed that New York’s standard quota was 38.59, many congressmen were 
horrified that Jefferson’s Method apportioned New York more than its upper quota.  These 
congressmen, led by Daniel Webster, claimed that a method that apportioned a state more than 
its upper quota violated the Constitution and so moved to dump Jefferson’s Method.  Two 
alternative apportionment bills were proposed and considered.  Despite their efforts, both of 
these bills were defeated and the bill using Hamilton’s Method passed, but it was the last time 
the Congress used Jefferson’s Method to apportion seats in the House. 
 
 The Quota Rule says that no state should be apportioned a number of seats less than its 
lower quota or greater than its upper quota.  A lower quota violation occurs when a state is 
apportioned fewer seats than its lower quota; an upper quota violation occurs when a state is 
apportioned more seats than its upper quota.  Any such outcome would seem unfair.  
 
Example 1: Recall that when we apportioned the cans using Hamilton’s Method, Agency 1 
received 77 cans, Agency 2 received 15 cans, and Agency 3 received 8 cans.  Is there a quota 
rule violation using Hamilton’s Method?  Explain your answer. 
                __________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Now find the apportionment of the 100 cans to three agencies using Jefferson’s Method. 

 
Compare the number of cans apportioned to each agency to the agency’s lower quota.  Is there a 
quota rule violation?  If so, what type of violation is it?  Explain your answer. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

State People Served 
(pN) 

Standard Quota 
(qN) LQ UQ=

LQ+1 LQ+2 MD#1 MD#2 Rank Cans 

Agency 1 1000         

Agency 2   200         

Agency 3   100         

Total People 
Served (P)  Initial       Final  

Total Cans 
(M)          

Standard 
Divisor (SD)          



Example 2:  A small school district buys 300 computers to apportion among the six schools in 
the system base on enrollment.  First use Hamilton’s Method to apportion the computers. 

 
Is there a quota rule violation using Hamilton’s Method?  _______________________________ 
 
Now find the apportionment of the 300 computers to the schools using Jefferson’s Method. 

 
Compare the number of computers apportioned to each school to the school’s lower quota.  Is 
there a quota rule violation?  If so, what type of violation is it?  Explain your answer. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
We see that Jefferson’s Method can result in upper quota violations.  What conclusions might 
you draw about Hamilton’s Methods and the quota rule? 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

School 
Enrollment  

(pN) 
Standard Quota 

(qN) 
Lower Quota 

(LQ) Rank Computers 

A 328     
B 1388     
C 30     
D 420     
E 136     
F 198     

Total Enrollment 
(P)  Initial 

Apportionment  Final 
Apportionment  

Total Computers 
(M)      

Standard Divisor 
(SD)      

School Enrollment 
(pN) 

Standard Quota 
(qN) LQ UQ=

LQ+1 LQ+2 MD#1 MD#2 Rank Computers 

A 328         

B 1388         

C 30         

D 420         

E 136         

F 198         

Total 
Enrollment (P)  Initial       Final  

Total  
Computers (M)          

Standard 
Divisor (SD)          


